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Abstract:  

Delhi, the national capital of India, has experienced multiple SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks in 2020 

and reached a population seropositivity of over 50% by 2021. During April 2021, the city 

became overwhelmed by COVID-19 cases and fatalities, as a new variant B.1.617.2 (Delta) 5 

replaced B.1.1.7 (Alpha). A Bayesian model explains the growth advantage of Delta through a 

combination of increased transmissibility and partial reduction of immunity elicited by prior 

infection (median estimates; ×1.5-fold, 20% reduction). Seropositivity of an employee and 

family cohort increased from 42% to 86% between March and July 2021, with 27% reinfections, 

as judged by increased antibody concentration after previous decline. The likely high 10 

transmissibility and partial evasion of immunity by the Delta variant contributed to an 

overwhelming surge in Delhi. 

 

 

One-Sentence Summary:  15 

Delhi experienced an overwhelming surge of COVID-19 cases and fatalities peaking in May 

2021 as the highly transmissible and immune evasive Delta variant replaced the Alpha variant. 
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Main Text:  

 

Introduction 

After escaping relatively unscathed during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, India 

witnessed a ferocious second COVID-19 wave, starting in March 2021 and accounting for about 5 

half of global cases by the first week of May. SARS-CoV-2 had spread widely throughout India 

in the first wave, with the third national serosurvey in January 2021 finding that 21.4% of adults 

and 25.3% of 10 -17 year old children were seropositive (1). Delhi, the national capital, was not 

included in the national serosurvey but had undergone multiple periods of high transmission in 

2020  (Fig 1A).  In a district-wise stratified serosurvey conducted by the Delhi Government in 10 

January 2021, overall seropositivity was reported to be 56.13 % (95% CI, 55.49 – 56.77%), 

ranging from 49.09% to 62.18% across eleven districts  (2). This was expected to confer some 

protection from future outbreaks. 

Despite high seropositivity, Delhi was amongst the most affected cities during the second wave. 

The rise in new cases was exceptionally rapid in April, going from approximately 2000 to 20000 15 

between March 31 and April 16. This was accompanied by a rapid rise in hospitalizations and 

ICU admissions (Fig 1B). In this emergency situation with saturated bed occupancy by April 12, 

major private hospitals were declared by the state as full COVID care-only and senior medical 

students, including from alternative medicine branches, were pressed into service (3). Deaths 

rose proportionately (Fig 1C) and the case-fatality ratio (CFR), estimated as the scaling factor 20 

between time-advanced cases and deaths (Fig 1D), was stable (mean, SD; 1.9, 0.3%).  Population 

spread of SARS-CoV-2 is underestimated by test positive cases alone (1,2). To better understand 

the degree of spread and the factors leading to the unexpectedly severe outbreak, we used all 

available data including testing, sequencing, serosurveys, and serially followed cohorts.  
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Fig. 1. Multiple surges of SARS-CoV2 infections in Delhi with an overwhelming outbreak 
in April-May 2021. A) Weekly tests, new cases and test positivity rates (TPR) in Delhi from 
April 2020 to June 2021. Sample collection period for CSIR serosurveys is marked as P1-P3. B) 
Number of hospitalized and ICU patients plotted on a daily basis from June 2020 to 2021. 5 
Arrowhead marks possible saturation of ICU capacity (3) C) Daily cases and deaths from 
January to June 2021. D) Time advanced and scaled cumulative cases, fitted to cumulative 
deaths.  Time advancement of cumulative reported cases by 8 days was done for maximal 
coincidence with scaled cumulative deaths. CFR = averaged scaling factor [cumulative 
deaths/time advanced cumulative cases]; (Mean +/- SD; 0.019 +/- 0.003).  10 
 

 

In the absence of finely resolved or serial data from national and state surveys, we focussed on 

data for Delhi participants of a national serosurvey of Council of Scientific and Industrial 

Research (CSIR, India) employees and their family members (Fig 2A, table S1). Samples were 15 

initially collected from the end of July to mid-September 2020 (Phase I). Subsequently 2nd and 

3rd surveys were held in January/February (Phase II) and end of May to early July 2021 (Phase 

III), bracketing the time period of interest. The cohort details and serosurvey methodology have 

been previously published (4).  
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Infection was determined by anti-nucleocapsid assay, which is not affected by immunization 

with spike protein vaccines. The presence of neutralizing antibodies (NAb) to wild-type SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein was estimated by a surrogate viral neutralization test (sVNT, Genscript). 

Previous results from the full cohort have been comparable to government serosurveys, but Delhi 

cohort values have been slightly lower. This may be due to an overrepresentation of members 5 

with the ability to reduce exposure and avoid public transport (Fig 2A). Within these limitations, 

the Delhi cohort showed a rise in seropositivity from 14.7% in Phase I (95% CI, 12.6-17.0%) to 

42.1% in Phase II (95% CI, 39.0-45.2%). About one-third of NAb+ve subjects at Phase I became 

Nab-ve by Phase II, with most showing declining inhibition on sVNT assays (Fig 2B) (5). Phase 

III seropositivity increased to 87% (95% CI, 84.5-89.1%) amongst unvaccinated subjects. New 10 

infections between March and June 2021 are thus likely to have vastly exceeded known cases. 

Amongst ninety-one previously infected subjects with serial measurements at three time points 

including Phase III (T3),  25 (27.5%, 95% CI 18.4-37.5%)  had a pattern of declining antibody 

concentration between T1 and T2, followed by a sharp rise at T3, indicative of reinfection (Fig 

2C). Confirmation of reinfection by either RT-PCR (n=8) or symptomatic illness (n=2) was 15 

available for ten of the twenty-five subjects. No severe illness or hospitalization was reported in 

reinfections.  
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Fig. 2: Serological estimates of prior infections, pre-existing immunity and new infections 
for the April-May outbreak. A) Seropositivity in CSIR cohort, sub-divided by nature of 
employment and use of public transport, is plotted for different time-periods (Phase I to Phase 
III, proportion +/- 95% CI). Details are in table S1. B) Variability and temporal decline in 5 
neutralization capacity estimated by sVNT assay between Phase I and II (n=52). C) Serial 
antibody concentration measurements in initially seropositive subjects (n=91). Pattern suggestive 
of reinfections is shown (decline followed by rise, n=25). D) shows remaining data (n=66), with 
four indeterminate reinfection cases indicated by arrowheads.  
 10 

Time periods of increased transmission were associated with declining Ct values (Fig 3A, fig. 

S1), attributable to a higher proportion of recently infected individuals with high viral loads (6). 

However, the Ct decline was far greater in April 2021 (dCt, SE; -4.06, 0.27, p<0.001) than seen 

previously (dCT Nov 2020 ~ -1.5). Comparing April 2021 with November 2020, high viral load 
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samples (Ct<20) doubled in clinical samples (p<0.001), and nearly doubled in campus 

surveillance testing data, where most positives were from recently infected individuals (15% 

(n=297) vs 9% (n=358), p=0.02).   

Genome analysis trends, in representative samples drawn from general over the same period, 

showed seeding and expansion of B.1.1.7 (Alpha), B.1.617.1 (Kappa) and B.1.617.2 (Delta) 5 

lineages in 2021, with Delta becoming the dominant lineage in Delhi during April (Fig 3B). The 

proportion of Delta variant was strongly correlated to the rise in cases and healthcare stress (fig. 

S2). Overall, the genomic and epidemiological data were most consistent with the hypothesis 

that a new variant with higher infectivity, Delta, was driving the unexpected overwhelming surge 

in Delhi. Recent in vitro data supports the possibility of a higher replication rate for Delta, 10 

thereby explaining potentially higher viral loads in rtPCR data and greater transmissibility (7).  

     We further investigated the sequence of seeding and spread of Alpha, Kappa, and Delta 

variants of SARS-CoV-2. Phylogenetic analysis showed common origins between Alpha 

variants in Delhi and Punjab, and between Kappa or Delta variants in Delhi and Maharashtra, 

where Kappa and Delta were first sequenced (Fig 3C, fig. S3). There was a recurring pattern of 15 

initial smaller outbreaks with Alpha variant, followed by larger outbreaks coinciding with Alpha 

to Delta transition across all neighbouring states  (ig. S4). The substantial relative growth 

advantage of Delta was explored in terms of transmissibility and/or immune escape. The rise of 

Delta, but not other lineages, was temporally coincident with rise in TPR and new cases during 

the surge (fig. S5). While overall vaccination levels were only about 5% in Delhi, most 20 

healthcare workers had received one or two doses of ChAdOx1-nCov19 (Astra-Zeneca / Serum 

Institute, India) or BBV152 (Bharat Biotech, India) (8,9).  We sequenced twenty-four 

breakthrough infections starting at least one week after the first dose, collected between 22 
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March and 28 April at NCDC. The ratio of Delta to non-Delta lineages was 850:1211 from 20 

March to 30 April. In contrast, Delta to other lineage ratio was 13:3 in sixteen breakthroughs 

post one dose and 7:1 in eight breakthroughs post the 2nd dose of vaccine. While the small 

sample size and lack of a formal control group preclude definitive analysis, estimated higher 

odds for Delta in vaccination breakthroughs (OR, 7.1; 95% CI, 2.4-20.9) corroborate other 5 

reports of reduced vaccine effectiveness against Delta (10). 
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Fig. 3. Genomic-Epidemiologic correlations. A) Time-trends of Ct values (mean +/- SE) and 
high viral load samples (proportion +/- SE) for Orf1 gene (E gene data, fig. S1). B) Smoothed 
graph of main lineages in Delhi from March 2020 to May 2021 in biweekly increments. New 
cases and TPR are aligned and plotted on the same timeline.  C) Phylogenetic analysis for VOC 
strains between Delhi and states (Punjab and Maharashtra) with known VOC outbreaks before 5 
April 2021. Further analysis suggesting a super-spreading event for Alpha is shown in fig. S3. D-
F) Month-wise proportions of different lineages (n>3) in states surrounding Delhi. Additional 
data is shown in fig. S4-S5.  

 

To better characterise how the properties of Delta might differ from other SARS-CoV-2 10 

lineages previously circulating in the city, we used a Bayesian model of SARS-CoV-2 

transmission and mortality that simultaneously models the dynamics of two-categories of virus 

(“B.1.617.2” and “non-B.1.617.2”) (11), whilst also explicitly incorporating natural waning of 

immunity derived from prior infection, with the duration of immunity consistent with the results 

of recent longitudinal cohort studies (12,13). Details of the model and input data are in 15 

Supplementary Methods. Briefly, the model is fitted to COVID-19 mortality data, genomic 

sequence data presented here and from GISAID (with lineage classification carried out used 

Pangolin (14,15) and serological data presented alongside an additional longitudinal serosurvey 

carried out in the city in the period July-December 2020 (16). Substantial uncertainties remain as 

to the date of introduction of B.1.617.2 into Delhi and the degree of COVID-19 death under-20 

ascertainment. We therefore explored a range of different scenarios in which we varied under-

ascertainment (10%, 33%, 50%, and 66%) and introduction dates (15 January 2021, 31 January 

2021, 14 February 2021 and 28 February 2021). 

Using this framework for an introduction date of 14 February 2021 and mortality under-

ascertainment of 50%, our results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the Delta variant is ×1.3-1.7 (50% 25 

bCI) fold more transmissible than earlier/co-circulating SARS-CoV-2 lineages in Delhi, 

including the Alpha variant. Importantly, the model also indicates that the Delta variant can 
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partially evade immunity elicited by prior infection, with prior infection providing only 50 to 

90% (50% bCI) of the protection against infection with Delta variant that it provides against 

previous lineages. We note there is an inherent trade-off between transmissibility and immune 

escape, and that the worst-case scenario of both very high transmissibility and immune escape is 

rejected a posteriori by the data. Fig. 4A also highlights the nature of uncertainty in the exact 5 

level of immune escape and transmissibility increase, since these inferred characteristics of the 

Delta variant are collinear given the modelling framework used and data currently available. 

However, the findings are robust to variation in prior assumptions, including both changing 

under-ascertainment and the date of introduction (Supplementary Methods; Tables S2-3).  The 

results are valid for a population where the majority of immunity arose from prior infection 10 

(rather than vaccination), which is true for Delhi. Based on median estimates of the model (Fig 

4A) and high transmissibility of the background Alpha lineage (17), Delta should potentially be 

at least twice as transmissible as other lineages. 
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Fig. 4. Estimates of the epidemiological characteristic of the Delta variant. Values were 
inferred from a two category Bayesian transmission model fitted to mortality, serosurvey and 
genomic data from Delhi, India. A. Joint posterior distribution of the Delta variant immune 
escape and transmissibility increase relative to non-Delta categories. Immune escape has a 5 
median of 20% with (10%-50%) bCI50%, and transmissibility increase has a median of ×1.5 
with (1.3-1.7) bCI50%.  B. Delta fraction over time inferred by the model. Black dots represent 
genome sampling data points, with exact binomial confidence intervals. C. Serosurvey data 
(black dots) and inferred cumulative incidence for Delta and non-Delta variant categories.  D. 
Mortality data (black dots) and inferred deaths assuming 50% under reporting. Other under-10 
ascertainment scenarios are presented in the Supplementary Information. 

 

The transmissibility and immune escape properties of B.1.617.2 were unexpected since the 

immune escape associated Spike protein mutation E484Q was lost and transmissibility / immune 

escape associated Spike mutation L452R, previously reported in B.1.427 / B.1.429, was 15 

associated with much less severe outbreaks in California (18). A structural model representing 
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B.1.617.2 spike protein provided plausible insights (fig. S6). We speculate that a combination of 

mutations at three critical sites in the Spike protein – N terminal domain deletions, Receptor 

Binding Domain (L452R, T478K), and S1/S2 cleavage site region (P681R, D950N) leads to an 

enhanced growth advantage of B.1.617.2 over other lineages by stabilizing the ACE2 receptor 

interaction and enhancing cleavage (see Supplementary Methods). Functional studies confirming 5 

the importance of these variants are reported elsewhere but a full understanding remains elusive 

(7,19).  

Overall, we conclude that the Delta variant is capable of initiating fast-rising outbreaks and 

causing reinfections and vaccination breakthroughs. We emphasize that a strong public health 

response at the global level will be needed for its containment. 10 
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